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Abstract
This article explores how international over-the-top (OTT) services impact the national feature film value chain in Canada and Australia. Through this lens, this exploration interrogates the tendency to equate distribution technology with legacy release models. When services like Netflix engage with film industry logics, their role expands beyond that of a content distribution portal, with implications for legacy policy mechanisms designed to foster national cinema and preserve domestic intellectual property creation. We question how domestic film production might engage transnational OTT services, what incentives such services have to operate within existing national contexts, and what implications this holds for flow-through to established ancillary markets. Through this, we elucidate the emerging and long-term challenges facing the sustainability of established national cinema ecologies in a changing screen environment. This article offers an intervention into the developing discourse around Netflix as television to ask the question, what does it mean to consider Netflix as cinema?
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Introduction
In Netflix Nations, Ramon Lobato acknowledges a persistent ontological uncertainty about digital media services. He asserts that “scholars studying Netflix must therefore make certain choices about what kind of service it is and what the appropriate frames of analysis
Lobato situates Netflix in the contexts of television studies—noting the technological and industrial shifts that underpin scholarly debates about the future of television—and platform studies, with its more lateral focus on communicative networks and computational affordances. However, the participation of transnational over-the-top (OTT) subscription video-on-demand (SVOD) services—like Netflix and Amazon Prime—in the feature film market raises significant questions about the tendency to perceive streamed content delivery as equivalent to broadcast distribution undertakings. The production of “original” content like Roma (2018), Manchester By the Sea (2016), or Okja (2017)—each of which was released theatrically—differs from the process of financing domestic feature films within national production frameworks. Whether acquired in late stages of production (as were Roma and Manchester By the Sea) or in the development phase (Okja), the participation of OTT services in releasing original feature film content signals a different type of disruption for local film industries to that of a broadcaster.

For digitally distributed cultural productions, key issues are overlooked when distribution technology becomes synonymous with release strategies. In their introduction to a special section of Media Industries, Lotz, Lobato, and Thomas raised a series of “provocations” that target conceptual challenges in the study of Global Internet Television. One particular assumption that they critique involves “either/or narratives” that pit internet-distribution technologies against legacy distribution technologies rather than considering how coexistence and reconfiguration tend to “expand television’s ecosystem.” But what would happen if this provocation were directed instead at grasping the expansion of cinema’s ecosystem? Specifically, what happens when internet-distribution technologies are pitted against legacy exhibition models?

When Netflix seeks to secure Official Competition slots at Cannes, or to ensure Oscar eligibility for their films, there is clear engagement with the logics of the film industry. These actions appear to pose an existential crisis for cinema—can a streamed feature-length production be celebrated as a film?—even though the ensuing controversy suggests it is actually more of a power struggle rooted in the political economy of film exhibition. That said, there is a deeper ontological question raised here about how the logics of the film industry, especially as they pertain to measures of value, can operate separately from legacy release models. Thus, when digital media services participate in the film industry—acting as more than just distribution portals—it is necessary to shift the interdisciplinary lens to consider a film studies perspective on Netflix as cinema.

Our goal in this article is to reposition debates around the impact of Netflix and other OTT SVOD services to engage with a wider screen ecology. Examining examples from Canada and Australia, we seek to draw attention to the ways in which film sustains and develops its industry within a national production context. Specifically, in looking at the way films attain value—both symbolically and economically—and the means by which such value is reinvested into a national industry in the form of financing and networking (such as that which occurs on festival circuits), this article seeks to add a much-needed layer to the discussion of how OTT services generally and Netflix as the most dominant international player are impacting national screen industries.
What If Netflix Is Cinema?

With the reconfigurations wrought by digital distribution, we are interested in how the logics of the film industry manifest in the operation of OTT services that exceed their role as content distribution portals. In their disaggregated definition, Lotz, Lobato, and Thomas use “professionalized, industrial practices” (or “industrial logics”) as a basis to distinguish between internet-distributed television and internet-distributed film as subcategories of internet-distributed video. They acknowledge porous terminology and industry overlap occupied by services that distribute content from both subcategories. This inherent hybridity raises the prospect of an alternative pathway (beyond the scope of their television-oriented approach) that considers distribution portals in the context of multiple production processes. Lobato and Lotz refer to the hybridity of Netflix’s connections with film and television that “feed confused perceptions of the company,” but their subsequent reference to the company’s disruption of “established norms of international video distribution” sets up an approach to Netflix that is grounded in international broadcasting and pay TV (in conjunction with the Global Internet Television Consortium’s research network). To return to the provocation against “either/or narratives,” it is important to consider how nonlinear delivery also might involve a reconfiguration of film industry logics.

There appear to be two issues that impact the perception that Netflix is not cinema. First, as Lobato has noted, “much of the existing coverage of digital distribution has come from outside the discipline of film studies.” Where a media studies perspective can be observed in research about Netflix, it tends to take the form of analyses of film culture and the changes in the consumption landscape that characterize on-demand viewing behaviors. A second issue, separate from the disciplinary orientation of researchers, arises from the apparent agreement that Netflix is more closely aligned (ontologically speaking) with television. With very few exceptions, Netflix tends to figure less prominently in analyses of cinema in the digital era. It is interesting to note how content type appears to shape the perception of the distribution portal, as evidenced in divergent research agendas for MUBI and Netflix. In particular, any involvement with television seems to invoke ancillary market connotations for films. Researchers who bring a film studies perspective to the study of on-demand digital distribution largely focus on platforms like MUBI that are associated with art cinema and cinephilia. For example, Fisher, in his analysis of the short-lived African Film Library, points to the emergence of a powerful new intermediary and suggests that “the streaming model is more likely to threaten the availability of niche films, rather than preserve it.” He notes the potential precariousness of availability (and especially of long-term archival access) that can occur when online distributors attain an unprecedented level of control over content. Although Fisher’s analysis remains entrenched in distribution and long-tail exploitation, his concerns begin to approach some of the implications of streaming for national cinemas.

The more cinephilic examinations of digital distribution tend to deal with content access—from de-/re-/new-intermediation to digital rights management, the dominance of content suppliers, and the visibility of national cinema. In “What happened? The Digital Shift in Cinema,” Dixon appears to convey anxiety about diminished intermediation—based on “clumsy algorithms”—and wonders how “a film [can] gain traction” without a theatrical
On the topic of cultural mediation, Frey asserts that video-on-demand (VOD) recommender systems need to be understood in the context of continuities with other media consumption guides (e.g., festival programs, video store clerks). In seeking a “functional archaeology of cultural recommendation and media consumption choice,” Frey charts a more moderate position relative to the fraught debate over how digital disruption impacts the shaping of taste and cultural preference. References to taste and the disruption of hierarchies of cultural value (on a polarized continuum from utopian de-intermediation to new regimes of marketing surveillance) suggest a digital restaging of the art house versus mainstream distinction that pushes Netflix outside of cinephilic studies of SVOD.

Nostalgia is a prevalent undercurrent that tends to bind cinephilia to cinemas, perhaps in reverence to the rarefied conditions of theatrical viewing but likely more as a nod to the sociality of taste in cultural consumption. When Dixon declares that “film is dead,” he appears to be particularly concerned about how the loss of theatrical release (which put films “on the same playing field”) marginalizes art cinema in favor of franchise films and a “dumbed down” conversation—while the proliferation of digital content struggles with discoverability. Frey, in contrast, conveys awareness of the false discontinuity associated with the notion of “internet-based domestic spectatorship,” given that home-viewing of films pre-dates the rise of streaming. Yet, he notes that the “c” of cinema studies “has been melting into a big ‘M’ of SCMS.” For both researchers, Netflix is firmly associated with post-cinema, either as a synecdoche for mainstream SVOD platforms or as the “key (and will soon be the chief) gatekeeper” in a streaming universe dominated by serial drama as the (pre)dominant cultural format. This article seeks to explore the continuities of an expanded cinema ecosystem—retaining the “c” in the interdisciplinarity of cinema and media studies, minus the nostalgia for linear release windows.

Going a step further, thinking about national cinema in terms of triggers for state support invokes a geographically bounded audience or citizenry (including both consumers and producers of content) and draws attention to regulatory definitions of national content (encompassing both content-producers and content-providers). It is with these different types of disruptions in mind that this article turns to the example of national cinema and the experiences in Canada and Australia.

The focus on Canada and Australia stems from the authors’ own backgrounds and the discovery, through multiple conversations, of similarities in how Netflix fits within national screen ecologies and policy debates across the two nations. As comparatively small, English-language, subsidized cinemas, the cases of Canada and Australia revealed many shared challenges. Yet, in looking more closely, incongruities also emerged. The resulting article thus sits within a legacy of research that engages the “similar-but-different” quality of Canadian and Australian cultural systems. In the context of film production, this similar-but-different quality works to emphasize the universality of the disruptive effect of Netflix on established national film industries while also highlighting the local specificities that shape how such disruptions play out in each national context. The value of this comparison then, as Annette Van Den Bosch and Alison Beale have noted, is that “The mirrors that Australia and Canada hold up for each other are also magnifying glasses.” While unique in some ways, the experiences of both Canada and Australia work collectively to highlight the need to address the wider impacts that a changing media environment has for national screen industries.
The Feature Film Value Chain

Netflix officially arrived in Canada in September 2010 and in Australia in March 2015. In both instances, the official launch was quickly followed by market dominance. In May 2018, a report by the Australian Communications and Media Authority found that “half of Australian adults (50 per cent) had access to Netflix in the home.” Similarly, by 2018, “close to half of all Canadian households [were subscribed] to the service,” placing the number of Canadian Netflix subscribers at just over 6.7 million households.

Faced with the growing popularity of Netflix in both Canada and Australia, discussions of the service have tended to focus on its place as a competitor to and disruptor of terrestrial television formats. However, it is useful to remember Netflix's initial involvement in DVD-by-mail subscriptions (and the comparisons to Blockbuster) in order to reconsider how they navigated the technological transformations of the digital era as an online (home) entertainment service. Their involvement on the international film festival circuit and with theatrical distribution points to a diversified perspective on the creation of original VOD content that disrupts traditional content classifications that are based on legacy formats and windowed releasing. In an article in The Guardian, Stuart Heritage noted the somewhat uncomfortable inconsistencies in marketing strategies that arise from Netflix’s status as a “catch-all disrupter” that wants to “drag people away from cinemas” and also to “chop the legs out from underneath the likes of Lifetime.” If we consider how Netflix impacts state-supported national cinemas, then regulatory concerns expand to encompass policy interventions aimed at fostering the production and consumption of theatrical feature films.

As a conceptual model, the feature film value chain maps the progression of a project from creation to delivery and has been utilized to examine both the commodity (at points of investment and recoupment) and its economic impact (on creative industry sectors). Despite variations that cluster distribution platforms (to suggest flexible multiplatform releasing) or arguments that independent distributors might encounter a paradigm shift toward a “demand-led” value chain, it appears that the heuristic ideal of sequential exhibition windows is fully entrenched as a way of understanding content delivery. For example, in their exploration of the potential changes brought by digital distribution, Cunningham and Silver refer to “TV, computers and mobile devices” as “the ‘second’, ‘third’ and ‘fourth’ screens” and note that “cinema was first.” Similarly, the Canadian statutory definition of broadcasting excludes program transmission intended for “performance or display in a public place.” It is possible that the development of these distinctions follows the historical emergence of different screens (and screening contexts) as much as it reflects industrial progression of sequential windows. Either way, in the value chain model, SVOD services are situated among the content delivery platforms, segregated from cinema (as theater screen).

However, it is important to recall Bloore's assessment of the limitations of the chain metaphor in capturing the interrelationship of myriad industry players or levels of investment and recoupment. He asserted that, despite accepted usage of the term “value chain,” it might be more accurately understood as a “value system.” Consequently, enthusiasm about the potential benefits of disintermediation—in the windowless world of digital disruption—needs to be tempered by a consideration of the jurisdictional constraints present in the feature film.
value chain. Of particular relevance for national cinema are state mechanisms aimed at supporting the production and distribution of domestic intellectual property (IP).

In 2017/2018, Canadian theatrical feature film production accounted for 3 percent of the total volume of film and television production in Canada. Although the proportional share is consistent with the previous fiscal year, the production budget volume actually rose by 13.9 percent to CAD$303 million. Taking the rest of the decade into consideration, this figure is lower than the CAD$326 million annual average. The sharpest increases in the film and television production sector (as a whole) have been in the foreign location and service (FLS) segment, which has jumped by over 300 percent in a decade to just under CAD$4.8 billion (or 53 percent of the CAD$8.9 billion total). Some of the FLS expansion has been attributed to increased SVOD spending from Netflix, Amazon, and Hulu. The disproportionate growth of the FLS sector raises questions about how Netflix is contributing to Canadian production. For domestic IP in the theatrical feature film production sector, approximately 58 percent of the financing comes from public sources, such as tax credits and funding from Telefilm Canada. Eligibility for different levels of public support hinges, in part, on certification as a Canadian program. Certification criteria assess levels of production and post-production spending in Canada, involvement of a Canadian producer “as the central decision-maker from the development stage,” and points allocated for “key creative functions being performed by Canadians.” Telefilm’s Canada Feature Film Fund requires a minimum of 8 out of 10 points (with the exception of treaty coproductions). Public support for Canadian productions also carries stipulations about distribution in Canada. For projects budgeted at or above CAD$2.5 million, the Feature Film Fund requires a commitment from a Canadian distributor for a domestic theatrical release. These regulatory protections could create barriers for a theatrical production seeking financial involvement from Netflix.

The feature production environment in Australia reflects many of the attributes that mark the Canadian context. While FLS production represents a smaller facet of the industry—accounting for approximately 35 percent of all film and television production in Australia, compared to the 25 percent share held by Australian feature films (including official coproductions)—dynamic growth in this area, particularly around foreign TV production, raises questions about how foreign actors like Netflix fit within existing domestic screen ecologies. Flipping the perspective of national productions seeking Netflix involvement to instead ask “what incentive do OTT services have to contribute to domestic feature film production?” further highlights the mechanisms at work in state-supported industries that shape feature film production. Although foreign investors (including distributors and producers) account for the largest single source of finance for Australian features at 36 percent of total finance in 2018/2019, it is government support in the form of tax offsets and direct funding that account for almost half of all funding (33 percent from the Producer Offset tax concession and 15 percent in direct funding). Such government support comes with specific requirements: for the Producer Offset, all productions must contain “significant Australian content,” while feature films—which receive the higher offset of 40 percent compared to 20 percent for other productions—are defined by their theatrical release, with the understanding that “applicants should plan to earn a meaningful proportion of the project’s revenue from the Australian theatrical box office.” While significantly supporting domestic production for access by domestic audiences, these stipulations also act as potential barriers
to providers seeking windowless releasing. As with Canada, then, there exists within the Australian production policy framework significant questions about how domestic film production might engage transnational OTT services and what incentive such services would have to operate within the existing national feature film value chain.

Netflix and Film Festivals

In the value chain's progression from script to screen, film festivals persist as a threshold space—as sites where both completed products and new projects can accrue symbolic capital (potentially convertible as box office returns or development financing) or economic capital (through acquisition or ancillary market sales). As de Valck has noted, film festivals serve as sites of cultural legitimization—from program selection and awards competitions to the prestigious atmosphere of red carpet premieres to the “rich discursive context that encourages discussion, reflection, and engagement.” 56 For Netflix, the top-tier international film festivals have become a key battleground in struggles over the future of windowed releasing. Their ongoing dispute with the Cannes Film Festival over award eligibility for films that refuse to comply with France’s minimum requirements for theatrical release 57 highlights the stakes for new models of art cinema distribution. TIFF (Toronto International Film Festival) has taken a position in the debate through their programming of Netflix-produced feature films, including the selection of Outlaw King (2018) for the prestigious Opening Gala slot. In the context of the Canadian festival sector, the presence of Netflix arguably has further coalesced attention on TIFF, as a singular national top-tier event. For example, Roma (2018) screened only at TIFF prior to a limited theatrical release in three Canadian cities, often in festival-owned venues like the Vancity Theatre 58 (the year-round facility of the Vancouver International Film Festival).

If Netflix has embraced the potential of top-tier festivals as avenues for raising attention and prestige, their releasing strategy also demonstrates a disinterest in the longer tail of the festival circuit, where the majority of Australian film festivals sit. Where films might once have circulated for upward of a year or eighteen months through the loosely formed networks of major, mid-sized, and specialized film festivals that form international film festival circuits, for many films this festival run is being cut far shorter. Director of the Perth Revelation Film Festival, Richard Sowada, has observed this change in the “festival window” as films move from festival runs to VOD release:

Where films screened in Cannes (May), Toronto and Venice (September) or IDFA [International Documentary Film Festival Amsterdam] (November) would easily find a place at Australian international film festivals the following year, these titles are now often well circulating the on demand environment a matter of two or three months after their initial fest premieres. 59

While this shortening of the festival window signals a challenge for festival programmers, it also has an impact on national feature film production systems. Festivals provide launchpads not only for films, but also for their creative teams (producers, directors, writers), acting as sites for building professional networks and sourcing support for future projects. 60 National industries that often cannot fund feature projects solely within a domestic market
rely on the value addition provided by festivals for both films and filmmakers in order to support ongoing production and development. Although top-tier festivals provide key sites for this, it is often the repeat interactions provided by festival circuits that help to build film and filmmaker reputations.

As a move that seemingly counteracts this negative trend, Netflix’s involvement with film festivals has extended to sponsorship of industry–related activities. As the presenting sponsor of the Canadian Film Centre’s annual TIFF BBQ (a high–profile networking event and fundraiser for the Centre’s talent–development initiatives), the streaming service can assert a more cinephile brand image in the context of festival guests and screen industry VIPs. In addition, investments made in conjunction with the 2017 Netflix deal (a CAD$500 million commitment approved under the Canada Investment Act) have the potential to support industry capacity in the domestic sector. Specifically, a portion of the CAD$25 million earmarked for market development forms the basis of a three–year deal to support TIFF’s Canadian film industry programs (including the Talent Accelerator and TIFF Filmmaker Lab).

Although these investments provide professional development opportunities for Canadian creative talent, it remains unclear whether the Netflix deal will result in increased production and distribution of domestic IP (given the aforementioned challenges presented by legacy funding models). TIFF also faces pushback from major sponsors, including Bell Media (owner of domestic OTT service Crave) and exhibitor Cineplex, who have banished Netflix titles from their Scotiabank Theatre (one of TIFF’s screening venues). Looking at these public and highly publicized entanglements with the film festival sector, it is useful to recall Zboralska and Davis’ assessment of Netflix’s brand image as “an emancipatory and innovative disruptor of the much–derided Canadian status quo.” Although they were focused on consumer–related strategies (e.g., lax enforcement of Virtual Private Network [VPN] usage to circumvent territorial rights management), a similar thread can be seen in Cameron Bailey’s defense of TIFF’s programming decisions—discussing the festival’s inclusion of SVOD titles, TIFF’s Artistic Director and Co–Head indicated that they “follow the best industry talent” and “don’t discriminate in terms of seeking films from one kind of source or another.” Thus, an engagement with the value of cinema, as it is negotiated in festival spaces, might contribute to destabilizing the legacy policy models that support the feature film value chain for national cinemas.

Ancillary Revenue Streams

Lacking a Netflix deal such as the one negotiated in Canada, the presence of Netflix within the arenas of domestic talent development and prestige–seeking has been less conspicuous in Australia. Despite its arrival in 2015, the official presence of Netflix in Australia remained limited, with no locally based staff employed until 2019. This changed with the establishment of a headquarters in Sydney in the latter half of 2019, as well as the recruitment of a head of publicity for Netflix originals in Australia/New Zealand and a director of public policy. This was followed with a more production–focused hire—director, local originals for Australia—in 2020. Yet, to date Netflix’s presence in Australia has signaled a greater interest in monitoring policy debates and regulatory issues than in developing the kinds of production or development hubs established in Toronto, London, or Madrid.
The limited interest in Australia as a major hub of production was signaled by Lisa Hamilton-Daly, the US-based Director of Original Series (Drama) for English-language regions, at the Screen Producers’ Association’s Screen Forever conference in 2019. Hamilton-Daly acknowledged that investment in fully commissioned originals from Australia would be “probably one or two at the top [of production estimates],” with the potential for coproductions slightly higher. This sets a low bar for expected impact that Netflix will have on the production and distribution of Australian IP and underscores a growing push in Australia to apply content quotas to OTTs. Indeed, in a report on Australian content in SVOD catalogs, Lobato and Scarlata found that Netflix programmed the least amount of Australian content of any domestically available OTT service, offering only seventeen Australian films in 2019, less than 0.5 percent of its catalog. Where Netflix has engaged with Australian film, this has primarily occurred through acquisitions of films for worldwide streaming in late stages of production—such as with Cargo (2017) and I Am Mother (2019)—or through more traditional licensing arrangements. So far, the only Australian film to have early Netflix involvement is David Michôd’s The King (2019). While active involvement in film production in Australia remains limited, however, Netflix’s presence within the region has nevertheless signaled a significant shift in local production systems.

In Australia, the expansion of OTT services has accompanied a contraction of heritage exploitation markets (home video sell-through and rental; pay TV; broadcast licenses) and with it a growing destabilization of the dominant feature film value chain that relies on such markets. At the exploitation end, the uptake of SVOD services by Australian audiences has accompanied a decline in Box Office (BO) share for art-house and locally made films. According to Screen Australia CEO Graeme Mason, the theatrical market has become increasingly hit-driven in recent years, with art-house titles now making only half what they would have made a few years ago. While overall the theatrical BO in Australia remains strong, up 3.1 per cent in 2018, the BO share of films playing fewer than two hundred screens—which includes most Australian films—has dropped from 33 to 14 percent in the decade from 2007. This reduction in theatrical share coincides with diminishing revenues for films from DVD and television markets. While evidence of a direct correlation between OTT subscriptions and declining ancillary markets requires further investigation, there nevertheless exists a perception within the local industry that the transition to a market built on “digital cents for physical dollars” is underwriting the declining value of heritage ancillary markets for feature films.

Despite diminishing returns, the consolidation and contraction of ancillary revenue streams in the Australian context have placed a growing pressure on films “to at least break even in the theatrical window,” according to Studiocanal Australasia CEO Elizabeth Trotman. This growing pressure on theatrical returns holds implications not only for a film’s profitability but also for the larger production pipeline, with growing uncertainty around the amount of revenue film projects can generate, causing significant disruption to the means of financing such productions. In a recent public lecture on the growing uncertainty of the Australian film sector, producer Sue Maslin noted that the established model of approaching distributors for guarantees and advances, of pre-selling international territories and seeking production loans based on sales estimates, has changed significantly. Distributors are increasingly cautious in acquiring films at script stage or in providing advances to support
production, while the changing heritage markets have removed certainty from sales estimates. The result is a significant shift in the value chain for local productions, with key gaps opening up at both the front-end (financing) and back-end (exploitation) stages.

**Segregated Ancillary Catalogs**

In the Canadian context, the growth of OTT services has tended to focus anxiety on how the broadcasting sector supports the feature film value chain—via contributions to the Canada Media Fund (CMF; which are linked to the revenue earned by broadcast distribution undertakings [BDUs]) and the regulatory requirement to program domestic content. These anxieties about Canadian TV networks “as a primary pillar for the feature-film industry” have roots in the rise of pick-and-pay television and an increasingly competitive consumer landscape. In 2015, Scott Henderson, communications vice-president for Bell Media (owner of specialty channel TMN, The Movie Network), explained that “as a premium movie service, TMN seeks to prelicense promotable big-budget theatrical films with marquee cast.” Henderson’s statement was made in response to complaints about reduced spending by specialty channels on Canadian acquisition rights. A few years later, in 2018, TMN was merged with CraveTV, Bell Media’s OTT service. With OTT services exempt from the regulatory requirements faced by domestic BDUs, concerns escalate about eroding the foundations of Canadian content production, while calls increase for leveling the playing field (either through regulatory relief for broadcasters or by regulating the involvement of foreign-owned OTT services in the domestic market).

Changes to the 2019–2020 CMF guidelines included broadened definitions of “Canadian Broadcaster” and “Canadian Broadcast Right” that encompass online programming undertakings in a manner consistent with the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission’s (CRTC) technologically neutral (or platform agnostic) interpretation of broadcasting. The elaboration of the Canadian Broadcast Right refers to “any broadcast or online platforms the Canadian Broadcaster owns, operates and controls in Canada,” which means that the core exploitation rights associated with license fees include OTT services like Crave. In an article in Toronto’s *Now* magazine about whether Netflix should be legally required to produce Canadian content, Radheyan Simonpillai points out that Crave “only boasts an extensive CanCon library because those films and TV shows are already produced or licensed by its parent company’s cable services.” Simonpillai insinuates that even Crave’s catalog would not survive a “doomsday scenario” in which cord cutting and unregulated streaming services decimate the CMF and commitments to domestic content. Despite this gloomy perspective on Canadian content regulation, production financing does not seem to fully account for the absence of culturally Canadian films (i.e., features funded based on Telefilm’s criteria) in the Canadian Netflix catalog. Presumably, after the initial exclusivity period expires, long-tail distribution rights could continue to be exploited on additional SVOD services. However, an examination of Netflix’s Canadian catalog suggests that their approach to acquiring theatrically released Canadian features focuses predominantly on international acclaim—with internationally recognizable talent or acknowledgment from the Academy Awards. What this means for how viewers might encounter national cinema on SVOD
services is that the culturally Canadian feature films are mostly on Crave and on US Netflix—due to digital rights management restrictions—but rarely on Canadian Netflix.

The availability of Canadian films on different SVOD services raises questions about audience access and discoverability. In a 2017 Canadian Audience Report prepared by Nielsen for Telefilm Canada, 61 percent of respondents reported that they watch live action feature films on Netflix, whereas only 6 percent reported watching films on Crave. The disparity in engagement with different online subscription services needs to be considered alongside how digital rights management limits the Netflix catalog for Canada's geographically bounded national audience. If the majority of Canadians are watching films on Netflix, but most of the Canadian films are on Crave, then discoverability is about much more than platform algorithms. Indeed, if access to Canadian content hinges on subscription preferences, the resulting scenario is worse than ghettoizing Canadian cinema on the foreign film shelf in the video store—now, most of the films are not even in the same “store.” With no regulatory incentive for Netflix Canada to participate in the legacy mechanisms for supporting the domestic feature film industry, there is a risk of starving the ancillary release windows for domestic content.

**Conclusion**

The effects of the rise of Netflix, alongside OTT SVOD services more broadly, are already being felt within the global media environment. However, several questions remain regarding what the long-term impact of their continued spread will be. For state–supported feature film production industries, the disruptions produced by services like Netflix become clearest when assessing their interactions with established value chain models. As shown in our examination of Canada and Australia, policy mechanisms designed to foster national cinema present barriers for the participation of foreign-owned SVOD services. Specifically, support for the development of domestic IP is tied to ensuring access to domestic theatrical audiences, thus limiting the opportunities for windowless releasing and invoking the jurisdictional constraints of territorial rights management. For services that operate OTT of the regulatory systems that govern domestic content delivery, there appears to be little incentive to find ways to engage with legacy funding models. Growth in the foreign location and service production sector suggests that there are limits to how much foreign actors like Netflix are localizing their investment in domestic screen ecologies.

The main objective of this article has been to interrogate the tendency to classify Netflix as television—in order to consider the potential expansion of cinema’s ecosystem when digital portals engage with film industry logics. In doing so, we aimed to avoid “either/or” approaches that pit internet-distribution technologies against legacy exhibition models (such that portals with hybrid catalogs are viewed as ancillary platforms). By equating entertainment services like Netflix with television, the discussion of how feature films navigate the value chain tends to be reduced to a focus on (linear) release windows at the expense of an exploration of the reconfiguration of film industry logics. We found that disruptions in the festival sector—ranging from reduced festival circuit runs to stakeholder and sponsor pushback over Netflix’s involvement—could contribute to destabilizing legacy value system
frameworks. It is important to note that the role of film festivals as cultural gatekeepers includes discursive engagement with value addition and that this might, in turn, contribute to the perceived inevitability of the changes wrought by digital distribution. In looking to the future of national cinemas, indeed to cinema more broadly, critical attention needs to shift to exploring how existing value chain and exploitation models can adapt to a changing screen environment. Asking the question—what if Netflix is cinema—is a necessary step in approaching this task.
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